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Abstract In this study, we report the hydraulic properties of samples recovered from the first borehole
of the Wenchuan earthquake Fault Scientific Drilling and from outcrops associated with the surface rupture
zone of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake. Compositional and microstructural analyses have also been per-
formed on selected samples. Using the pore pressure oscillation method, the permeability measurements
show that (1) fault gouge samples have low permeabilities, decreasing from 2 3 10218 m2 at an effective
pressure (Pe) of 10 MPa (equivalent to an in situ depth of 600 m) to 9 3 10221 m2 at 155 MPa. (2) Intact and
cemented samples are impermeable with permeabilities less than 2 3 10220 m2 at 10 MPa. (3) Fractured
samples have variable permeabilities, ranging from 3 3 10215 to 1 3 10220 m2 at 10 MPa, and are most
insensitive to changes in the effective pressure. (4) Granitic cataclasites have a moderate permeability at
low pressure (i.e., 10216 to 10217 m2 at 10 MPa); which decreases rapidly with increasing Pe. Hydraulic con-
duction of the fault is believed to be influenced by the permeability of the fractures developed, which is
controlled by the density, aperture, and/or connectivity of the fractures. Microstructural and compositional
analyses of the samples indicate that the fault zone heals through chemically mediated fracture closure
related to mineral precipitation, possibly assisted by pressure solution of stressed fracture asperities.
Although other weakening mechanisms remain possible, our laboratory measurements combined with
numerical modeling reveal that thermal/thermochemical pressurization, perhaps leading to gouge fluidiza-
tion, played an important role in the dynamic weakening of the Wenchuan earthquake, at least in the study
area.

1. Introduction

On 12 May 2008, a devastating Mw 7.9 earthquake occurred on the central segment of the Longmenshan
(LMS) fault, Sichuan Province, China [Xu et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010]. The LMS belt, about 500 km long
and 40 km wide, is a reverse fault system, separating the Tibetan Plateau and the Sichuan Basin (Figure 1a).
The earthquake rupture has been inferred to initiate from the southern-end of the fault at a depth of around
19 km and to propagate upward and northeastward, with an average stress drop of 18 MPa [Zhang et al.,
2009]. As a result, it produced a surface rupture of �240 km long, with a maximum surface displacement of
�11 m [Ran et al., 2010].

The hydraulic properties of fault zones play a critical role in the initiation and propagation of earthquakes.
First, previous mechanical analyses suggest that besides high tectonically generated deviatoric stress, a
high pore pressure at depth is required for a high-angle thrust fault to nucleate a mega-earthquake [e.g.,
Sibson et al., 1988; Zhou and He, 2009; Han et al., 2016]. Nonetheless, the premise for maintaining high fluid
pressure at depth is that the overlying rocks should be sufficiently impermeable to seal the fault. Second,
dynamic fault weakening is one of the critical processes leading to the generation of large earthquakes
[e.g., Scholz, 2002; Di Toro et al., 2011]. To obtain the large coseismic displacement and stress drop associat-
ed with the Wenchuan earthquake, dynamic slip weakening mechanism(s) must have played a role in con-
trolling the rupture behavior [see Di Toro et al., 2011; Niemeijer et al., 2012, for reviews]. Theoretical and
numerical studies have shown that thermal/thermochemical pressurization (TP/TCP) is one of the preferable
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mechanisms for dynamic weakening, especially for the shallow portion of a fault [Lachenbruch, 1980; Rice,
2006]. At shallow depths, the fault rocks are usually recognized to consist of gouge material that is most likely
to be saturated in fluid [Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2005; Tanikawa et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2013b]. Hydraulic
properties of fault rocks are crucial parameters which influence the occurrence and efficiencies of TP/TCP
processes during coseismic slip. Finally, it has been fiercely debated whether the Wenchuan earthquake was
triggered by the impoundment of a nearby large reservoir. This issue has attracted both academic and public
attention and has been tested by many studies which sometimes present contrasting results [e.g., Klose,
2008; Lei et al., 2008; Ge et al., 2009; Gahalaut and Gahalaut, 2010; Deng et al., 2010; Tao et al., 2015].

Figure 1. Geological maps of the (a) Longmenshan fault belt and (b) the WFSD-1 drilling site. Notations: WC-MX F. 5 Wenchuan-Miaoxian fault, YX-BC F. 5 Yingxiu-Beichaun fault, GX-JY
F. 5 Guanxian-Jiangyou fault. The geological map for the drilling site is modified from Wang et al. [2014].
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According to these studies, one of the key factors influencing their results is the depth-dependent permeabil-
ity model used. However, such a model is unavailable for this area.

Hydraulic properties also reflect the postseismic and interseismic healing/sealing process in both natural
and simulated fault zones [e.g., Tenthorey et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2013b; Kitagawa et al., 2007]. Shortly after
the earthquake, the Wenchuan earthquake Fault Scientific Drilling (WFSD) project was initiated to drill a
series of boreholes penetrating the principal rupture zones. Recently, Xue et al. [2013] tracked the evolution
of in situ permeability of the fault using the fluctuation of water levels in the first borehole (WFSD-1). High
permeability (�10215 m2) and rapid postseismic decay was identified within the damage zone on the foot-
wall of the fault. Other studies employing methods such as (repeated) water injection tests also provide
data on fault zone permeability and the postseismic sealing/healing process for active faults, such as the
Nojima fault [Kitagawa et al., 2007], the Chelungpu fault [Doan et al., 2006], and the Nankai accretionary
prism [Boutt et al., 2012]. Indeed, in situ measurements can provide permeability data under ambient pres-
sure and temperature conditions. However, the data obtained represent average values for volumes of rock
extending several to hundreds of meters from the cased portion of the borehole (e.g., 800–1200 m for
WFSD-1; Xue et al. [2013]), which may also include different areas of the damage zones. Therefore, they are
of limited use in identifying the hydrologic architecture of the faults which usually have complex internal
structure and heterogeneity [e.g., Wibberlley and Shimamoto, 2003; Chen et al., 2011]. Note that the volume
of material used in lab-measurements is usually in the order of 1023 m3, much smaller than the volumes
involved in a typical in situ measurement [Xue et al., 2013]. Lab-measurements are thus most likely to pro-
vide lower bounds on the true fault zone permeability since larger volumes would contain more fractures.
When interpreting the hydrologic and healing/sealing behavior of an active fault, measurements obtained
at different scales should be combined.

In the present study, we report a complete data set of the hydraulic properties of a series of fault rocks asso-
ciated with the Wenchuan earthquake, using samples collected from both the WFSD-1 and the surface rup-
ture zone. The effective pressures investigated range from 5 to 155 MPa, corresponding to depths up to
�10 km. Hydraulic conductivity architecture, time-dependent sealing mechanisms of faults, as well as the
potential role of excess fluid pressure on assisting coseismic fault slip weakening, are discussed.

2. Geological Background and Samples

The LMS belt is composed of three northeast-trending thrust faults: the Wenchuan-Maoxian fault (WC-MX
F.), the Yingxiu-Beichuan fault (YX-BC F.), and the Guanxian-Jiangyou fault (GX-JY F.) (Figure 1a). The Wen-
chuan earthquake rupture was distributed along the NE-striking YX-BC fault, which dips at �608 to the NW,
marking the contact between the Pengguan complex and the underlying sedimentary rocks (Late-Triassic
Xujiahe Formation) at the study area (Figure 1b). The lithology of the Pengguan complex is mostly acidic
and consists medium-acidic intrusive rocks (granite, tonalite, granodiorite, and diorite), with a small amount
of effusive rocks and pyroclastics. The Xujiahe Formation is composed of quartz sandstone, siltstone, and
carbonaceous mudstone. The first borehole of the drilling program WFSD, located in Bajiaomiao village,
Hongkou area (Figure 1b), is situated on the Pengguan complex, �385 m west of the surface rupture zone
(Figure 2a). A coseismic vertical displacement of �6 m occurred in this area [Xu et al., 2009].

WFSD-1 recovered core samples from 32 to 1201 m drilling depth (Figure 2a). The cores recovered consist
of diorite, volcanic rocks, pyroclastics, sandstone, siltstone, shale, and a series of fault rocks (Figure 2b). The
Pengguan complex rocks (diorite, volcanic rocks, and pyroclastics) can be seen above 585.75 m depth,
which specifies a boundary (fault) zone against the Triassic Xujiahe formation at lower depths (Figure 2a).
Different fault rocks can be discerned in both units. Based on compositional and structural analyses of the
drill cores, a �170 m wide fault zone from 589 to 759 m was identified to be the main damage zone of the
YX-BC fault (Figure 2b). As evident by low apparent resistivity and positive temperature anomalies, the main
Wenchuan earthquake fault plane was inferred to be located at �590 m depth, with an average dip angle
of 608 to the NW [Li et al., 2015]. Note that the borehole has a dip angle of �658 to the SE (contrary to that
of the fault plane), which causes the drilling depth to be slightly different from the true vertical depth.
Detailed description of the cores can be found in Li et al. [2013]. To conduct physical property measure-
ments, cylindrical samples of a diameter of 20 mm and variable length (4.5–15 mm) were collected by dril-
ling from the cores (46–76 mm’s diameter) perpendicular to the coring direction or to the local shear plane
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(if indicators are present), with an interval of �10 m. The collection was accomplished in three stages (in
2008, 2009, and 2010, respectively), along with the progress of the drilling. During the sampling, important
fault rocks from the main damage zone (589–759 m) were avoided. For our hydraulic property measure-
ments, 29 samples were selected (Figure 2b and Table 1).

Since in situ samples from the principal slip zone or the surrounding damage zone were missing from the
drilling cores, fault gouge and fault breccia samples from the surface rupture zone were collected (Figure
2b). Fortunately, Wang et al. [2014] reported a nice lithology correlation between the drilling and surface
rupture zone. In particular, the main damage zone in the borehole (589–759 m) corresponds well to the
�240 m wide fault zone on the surface (Figure 2a). Across the surface rupture, these authors distinguished
several slip zones (Figure 3a). Among them, three sites were selected for our field studies (Sites 1–3 in Fig-
ure 3a, including two outcrops and a trench).

One outcrop (Site 1) was in the Pengguan complex but close to the boundary fault separating the Xujiahe
formation (Figure 3a). As shown in Figures 3b and 3c, multiple cataclastic zones were developed in this out-
crop, including protocataclasite, cataclasite, and ultracataclasite, occasionally with pseudotachylyte [Wang
et al., 2015]. These granitic cataclasites at the surface are thought to be equivalent to the rocks at depths in
which the 2008 earthquake nucleated [e.g., Wang et al., 2008]. The protocataclasite and cataclasite are gray
in appearance, while ultracataclasites are black or brown (Figure 3c). The cataclasites mostly have random

Figure 2. Geological background of the WFSD-1 borehole. (a) Geological cross section of the WFSD-1 drilling borehole and the inferred coseismic slip zone corresponding to the surface
rupture [Li et al., 2015]. The cross section, with an orientation of �1358, is normal to the strike of the YX-BC fault. (b) Lithology and fault rock charts of the 1200 m WFSD-1 cores, with
sampling locations being marked [Li et al., 2014]. The main damage zone is indicated by a red bar extending from 589 to 759 m, with the principal slip zone (PSZ) being marked by an
arrow at �590 m. Samples collected from the surface rupture zone (granitic cataclasites, fault gouges, and breccias) are added, with their depths being estimated based on the lithology
correlation between drilling the surface rupture zone [Wang et al., 2014]. Square, circle, and triangles stand for samples from borehole cores, granitic cataclasites and fault gouge-breccia
samples, respectively.
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structure, but foliated structure does develop at slip zones locally. Previous studies revealed that these rocks
are mostly of crush origin and have experienced frictional heating (melting) events during ancient earth-
quakes [Pei et al., 2014]. These cataclastic rocks are too strong to collect large pieces at the outcrop, and
instead cylindrical samples of 20 mm in diameter were collected by manual coring into the rocks. For our
hydraulic property measurements, four samples were used, including a protocataclasite, a brown ultracata-
clasite, and two black cataclasites (perpendicular and parallel to the shear plane, respectively; Table 1).

Site 2 was a clear fault scarp produced by the 2008 earthquake, which showed a vertical offset of �5 m (Fig-
ure 3d). A fault trench, of 7.5 m wide by 5.8 m high, was excavated at this site, where the hanging-wall fault
rocks thrust over the alluvial deposits (Figure 3e, see also Wang et al. [2014]). In the trench, two slip zones
can clearly be discerned; one is the principal slip zone next to the debris deposits and the other is �3.5 m
to the northwest (hereafter referred to as the PSZ and 3.5 m-SZ, respectively, Figure 3f). Both consist of foli-
ated fault gouge and weakly foliated fault breccia. As shown in Figure 3d, the fault scarp at this site showed

Table 1. Transport Properties (Permeability k, Porosity F, and Specific Storage Ss) of all the Samples Measured in This Study

k 5 kref exp(2cDPe)c Ss at 40 MPa (Pa21)
Sample Run Depth (m)a Lithology Length (mm) Diameter (mm) F (%)b kref (MPa21) c (MPa21) Ss-I Ss-II

Dataset 1: Samples From Borehole of WFSD1
WFSD1-3 R136 31.5 Tuff 4.440 19.950 0.29 9.14 3 10219 20.0183 7.2 3 10211

WFSD1-7 R188 41.65 Tuff with small veins 15.234 20.126 0.17 7.85 3 10216 20.0325
WFSD1-2 R174 51 Tuff with an open crack 15.223 19.997 0.27 1.98 3 10217 20.0357 4.0 3 10210

WFSD1-23 R137 110.26 Fluid-altered trachyte 5.740 20.060 0.18 2.02 3 10220 20.0183 <1.5 3 10211

WFSD1-49 R176 200.3 Volcanic breccia 4.492 20.160 0.28 1.55 3 10219 20.0210 2.0 3 10211

WFSD1-10 R139 201.79 Tuff with a wide vein 5.460 20.090 0.99 1.46 3 10217 20.0099 9.8 3 10210

WFSD1-64 R164 245.2 Tuff with network cracks 15.91 20.170 0.41 9.83 3 10220 20.0374 3.2 3 10211

WFSD1-64d R165 245.2 Tuff with network cracks 15.91 20.171 0.82 1.26 3 10217 20.0221 9.0 3 10211

WFSD1-16 R168 245.4 Tuff containing crack 6.05 20.123 1.35 1.26 3 10219 20.0298 9.5 3 10211

WFSD1-41 R183 300.3 Volcanic breccia 4.752 20.152 0.40 8.29 3 10222 20.0306
WFSD1-43 R138 339.2 Volcanic breccia 4.110 20.091 0.69 4.79 3 10222 20.0604
WFSD1-48 R175 368.3 (Cemented) brecciated tuff 4.623 20.171 0.27 1.19 3 10221 20.0239
WFSD1-37 R134 381.1 Trachyte 4.610 19.993 0.62 4.79 3 10221 20.0217
WFSD1-53 R135 419.5 Volcanic breccia 4.520 20.112 0.35 1.79 3 10221 20.0411
WFSD1-105 R140 515.6 Tuff 6.920 20.101 1.87 3 10221 20.0251
WFSD1-108 R179 583.0 Volcanic breccia 4.522 20.274 1.11 2.76 3 10221 20.0282
WFSD1-89 R171 651.9 Carbonaceous mudstone 6.820 19.722 12.6 8.82 3 10221 20.0174 8.0 3 10211

WFSD1-87 R173 679.6 Mudstone 12.703 20.132 3.67 <4 3 10222 8.0 3 10212

WFSD1-90 R169 681.4 Mudstone 6.970 20.187 0.99 <9 3 10222 <1.8 3 10211

WFSD1-84 R172 741.5 Brecciated sandstone 13.715 19.939 17.5 7.72 3 10219 20.0104 1. 10210

WFSD1-83 R170 751.8 Mudstone 8.588 19.924 8.96 2.40 3 10220 20.0207 5.0 3 10211

WFSD1-81 R181 790.4 Sandstone 5.238 20.223 0.48 5.59 3 10221 20.0299
WFSD1-103 R180 954.5 Mudstone 4.815 20.241 2.03 1.01 3 10221 20.0441
WFSD1-97 R178 994.2 Sandstone containing mud 5.097 20.253 0.79 1.77 3 10220 20.0194
WFSD1-95 R133 1056 Sandstone 7.920 20.062 0.84 <5 3 10222

WFSD1-95 d R166 1056 Sandstone 4.734 20.182 0.86 4.20 3 10218 20.0483 1. 10210

WFSD1-92 R167 1116.5 Mudstone 5.004 20.198 2.37 �5 3 10221

WFSD1-101 R182 1174.8 Sandstone 4.440 20.263 0.56 1.42 3 10221 20.0191
WFSD1-102 R177 1196.8 Sandstone with veins 5.192 20.283 0.83 1.32 3 10219 20.0224 6.0 3 10211

Dataset 2: Granitic Cataclasites Developed in Pengguan Complex (Site 1)
1509-19 R184 581–585.5 Proto-cataclasite 4.960 19.991 1.73 3.55 3 10220 20.0227 6.0 3 10212

1509-20 R185 581–585.5 Ultra-cataclasite 4.686 20.527 0.45 1.25 3 10221 20.0281
1509-21pde R186 581–585.5 Cataclasite 5.262 20.483 2.67 1.13 3 10218 20.0427 2.8 3 10210

1509-21ple R187 581–585.5 Cataclasite with localization 9.017 20.672 2.65 5.26 3 10219 20.0572 1.0 3 10210

Dataset 3: Slip Zone Samples Developed in Xujiahe Formation (Sites 2 and 3)
1104-25 R65 589.2 Principal slip gouge (PSZ) 6.832 19.822 26.90 9.83 3 10220 20.0172 3.5 3 10210 9.7 3 10210

1104-26 R66 585.5–590 Adjacent breccia of PSZ 10.332 20.123 6.23 2.66 3 10219 20.0165 3.0 3 10211 5.0 3 10210

0906-14 R62 590–700 Fault gouge (3.5m to PSZ) 7.223 19.773 16.20 5.22 3 10220 20.0204 4.0 3 10210 9.0 3 10210

0906-29 R67 590–700 Adjacent breccia 12.433 19.987 7.52 2.74 3 10218 20.0162 1.7 3 10210 7.0 3 10210

1103-6 R71 590–700 Fault gouge (Site 3) 6.334 19.698 12.52 1.12 3 10220 20.0171 1.5 3 10210 8.0 3 10210

1103-14 R72 590–700 Adjacent breccia (Site 3) 12.220 20.077 16.86 9.54 3 10220 20.0158 2.5 3 10210 7.0 3 10210

aFor samples collected from the surface rupture, the equivalent depth is used, as inferred from the surface-drilling lithology correlation [Wang et al., 2014]. We assign the principal
slip zone and the adjacent breccia to be at depth of �598.2 m [Li et al., 2015].

bFor the fault gouge and breccia samples, the porosities listed are at an effective pressure of 10 MPa, corresponding to more or less the in situ depth.
cDPe 5 (Pe – 40) MPa.
dA second round test was performed.
e’’pd’’ and ‘‘pl’’ represent samples cored perpendicular and parallel to the shear plane, respectively.
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Figure 3. Field work and sampling locations on the surface rupture zone of the Wenchuan earthquake at the Hongkou area. (a) Simple geological map showing the three work sites; (b
and c) photographs showing the granitic cataclasitic zone (Site 1) in the Pengguan complex; (d) photograph showing the fault scarp outcrop and location of the trench excavated at Site
2 (after Pan et al. [2014]). (e and f) Photographs and the sketch of the trench (Site 2), showing internal structure of the fault zone. Two slip zones can be clearly discerned from the trench;
one is the principal slip zone (PSZ) next to the debris deposit and the other is 3.5 m to the northwest (3.5 m-SZ). Sampling locations are marked with solid (red) squares in Figure 3b, 3c,
and 3f.
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a steep planar slip surface with a dip angle of �748. The coseismic displacement was inferred to be mostly
accommodated by the boundary gouge layer, which is 50–75 mm thick (Figure 3g). Overlapping patterns of
striations can also be found on the slickenside surface (Figure 3d), further suggesting that coseismic slip at
a given time occurred in an even narrower zone [see also Liu-Zeng et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2014]. At this
trench, four cylindrical samples from the two slip zones (PSZ and 3.5-SZ) were collected, including two
gouge samples and the adjacent breccia samples (see Figure 3e for sampling locations). This was done by
inserting thin-walled (0.1 mm thick) copper tubes with an internal diameter of 20 mm into the wall and
extracting them with the enclosed material. In addition to the trench samples, another pair of gouge-
breccia samples was collected from a secondary slip zone, which has a northward striking direction (Site 3
in Figure 3a). As shown in Figure 2b, the samples collected from the surface rupture zone are added to the
downhole profile, with their depths approximated from the lithology correlation between the drilling and
the surface rupture zone [Wang et al., 2014].

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Sample Descriptions
As listed in Table 1, three sets of samples (totally 37) were used for hydraulic property measurements in this
study, including 27 samples from the borehole (29 measurements), 4 cataclasites in the Pengguan complex,
and 3 pairs of gouge-breccia samples in the Xujiahe Formation. The cataclasites, fault gouges, and breccias,
including the PSZ gouge, represent the typical fault rocks in the main damage zone of the YX-BC fault at
the study area.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on representative fault rocks, including three fault gouges,
one fault breccia, and two cataclasites, with methodology following Chen et al. [2013a]. Quartz, feldspar, car-
bonate (dolomite, calcite, and siderite), and clay minerals were identified as the major components, with
presence of minor gypsum and pyrite (Table 2). XRD analysis also revealed that the clays in the fault gouges
mainly comprise of illite and smectite-illite interlayers, while the clays in the cataclasites are all smectite-
illite interlayers (I/S). The Xujiahe formation and related fault rocks are blackish in color, possibly indicating
the presence of carbon. For these samples, we analyzed the organic carbon content (TOC) using a Shimadzu
TOC-VCPH analyzer (Table 2). For samples with high TOC (Table 2), XRD analysis was further employed to
analyze the carbonaceous component extracted from these samples. The extraction was carried out by
removing all the carbonates and silicates using hydrochloric and hydrofluoric acids, following the proce-
dures given by Oohashi et al. [2011]. XRD data of the extracted materials confirmed the enrichment of par-
tially graphitized amorphous carbon (or low-crystalline graphite) in all of these samples, appearing as broad
peaks at 2h of 25.28 and 26.08 [cf. Wang et al., 2014]. A small amount of full-crystalline graphite is also pre-
sent occasionally, as evidenced by a sharp peak at 26.68. See Table 2 for detailed compositions.

Photographs of cylindrical samples after polishing were scanned using a high precision scanner custom-
built for rock surfaces, mostly before the experiments. After the measurements, standard thin sections per-
pendicular to the shear planes were prepared to observe the microstructure, using both optical and scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss RIGMA SUPRA 55). At selected areas, energy-dispersive X-ray

Table 2. Composition of Selected Samples From the Bajiaomiao Surface Exposure of the Yingxiu-Beichuan Faulta

Bulk Composition (%) Clay Comp. (ref. %)

Sample Q Fel Do Ca Sid Gyp Pyr Clay S It I/S Ka Ch S% TOC Gr

Black-gouge (PSZ) 47% 5% 10% 3% 2% 33% 30 56 14 15 26.2% N
Grey-breccia (PSZ) 47% 51% 3% 27 57 16 10 1.2% N
Black-gouge (3.5m-SZ) 52% 48% 2 27 60 11 15 4.9% Y
Black-gouge (Site 3) 53% 14% 2% 31% 32 64 4 10 15 11.0% N
Black-cataclasite 38% 28% 7% 2% 25% 100 5
Grey-protocataclasite 34% 51% 4% 10%

aNotations of symbols for minerals are Q 5 quartz; Fel 5 feldspar; Ca 5 calcite; Do 5 dolomite; Sid 5 siderite; Gyp 5 gypsum;
Pyr 5 pyrite; S 5 smectite; It 5 illite; Ka 5 kaolinite; Ch 5 chlorite. S% indicates the percentage of smectite in the smectite-illite inter-
layers (I/S). TOC gives the content of organic carbon and Gr indicates if full-crystalline graphite is present or not. Note that the clays in
the protocataclasite are mostly muscovite (sericite), as observed under the microscope. Compositions of the PSZ fault gouge and adja-
cent fault breccia are used in the numerical modeling.
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spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to help identify the mineral composition. In order to avoid carbon con-
tamination by carbon coating, sections were coated with gold before the SEM imaging.

3.2. Hydraulic Property Measurement
As aforementioned, cylindrical samples of 20 mm diameter were prepared for our measurements. The
lengths used vary from 4.5 to 15 mm, depending on the hydraulic conductivity estimated for each individu-
al sample before the measurement. Hydraulic properties, i.e., permeability, specific storage, and effective
porosity, were measured at room temperature with distilled water as the pore fluid, using a fluid-flow appa-
ratus installed in the Institute of Geology, China Earthquake Administration (Figure 4). All the measurements
were performed under confining pressure (with water as the medium), which was stepwise increased from
20 to 165 MPa and then decreased, with mean pore fluid pressure maintained at 15 MPa.

Permeability was measured using the pore pressure oscillation (PPO) method [Fisher and Paterson, 1992]
except for one high-permeable sample, for which the steady flow method was used. In the PPO test, a pres-
sure signal with a sinusoidal oscillation is imposed at the upstream end of the sample, and the response at
the enclosed downstream end is recorded. A Fourier analysis is then performed on the two signals to obtain
the amplitude ratio and phase delay. From these two measured parameters, the permeability (k) and spe-
cific storage (Ss) of the sample can be calculated based on the equations given by Fisher and Paterson
[1992]. The storage of the downstream reservoir (Bd) is the most important parameter in processing the
data using the PPO method. In our study, Bd was precisely determined using a micro-volumeter and a series
of Bd-values can be achieved by changing the size of the additional volume (Figure 4). The relative uncer-
tainties for k and Ss were further determined following the method given by Bernab�e et al. [2006].

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the fluid-flow apparatus used for the hydraulic property measurements. Note that either liquid or gas medium can work as pore fluid by using different
‘‘fluid reservoirs,’’ and independent pipe lines for liquid and gas flow are adopted, except a short coiled segment inside the vessel. See details of the apparatus in the text.
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Specific storage was determined in two ways. It can be obtained simultaneously with permeability by the
PPO method (termed as Ss-I). It has been documented that the Ss-I data might suffer large uncertainties
[e.g., Bernab�e et al., 2006], and the main reason lies in the fact that the measuring system usually has much
larger downstream storage than the storage of the sample itself. As demonstrated in Chen et al. [2013b],
such a problem is not severe in our system, especially when measuring fault rocks which usually have high
storages. For the present configuration of the apparatus and the sample lengths used for the measure-
ments, the detection limit for specific storage is around 5 3 10212 Pa21. Alternatively, specific storage can
also be calculated as a function of the porosity (F), bulk, fluid and mineral compressibility (bb, bf, and bm) as
follows [Brace, 1968]:

Ss5bb1Fbf 2ð11FÞbm (1)

The bulk compressibility can be determined as bb52 1
Vb

@Vb
@Pc

��
p5052 1

Vb

@Vp

@Pc

��
p501ð12FÞbm. Combining this

with equation (1) yields:

Ss52
1
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����
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1Fbf 22Fbm (2)

The first term on the right-hand side of (2) can be calculated by finding the pore volume change (DVp) per
unit of the effective pressure (Pe) change, and dividing it by the sample volume at the start of each step.
Published water and mineral compressibility (bf 5 4.3 3 10210 Pa21 and bm 5 1.2 3 10211 Pa21, Chen et al.
[2013b]), and measured porosity (F) are used for other terms [Wibberley and Shimamoto, 2005]. Note that
the specific storage derived from (2) is an ‘‘averaged’’ value over the Pe range of the step, and is hereafter
termed as Ss-II. For rock types such as fault gouge, bm is negligible in comparison to that of the bulk sample
(bb), and (2) can be reduced to Ss52 1

Vb

@Vb
@Pc
jp501Fbf , consistent with that given by Tanikawa et al. [2009].

The effective (fluid accessible) porosity of a sample was obtained by measuring the absolute porosity at an
initial (reference) pressure, and the porosity changes in response to different pressure steps. The initial
porosity (Vp0) was measured on the basis of the isothermal gas state equation (i.e., pV � constant), using N2

as pore medium. Uncertainty in this initial porosity measurement is below 0.3% [Chen et al., 2013b]. Pore
volume changes (DVp) in response to each step change in confining pressure (Pc) is evaluated from the pore
pressure change, assuming that the entire volume change represents the pore change in the specimen
since compressibility of individual grains is negligible compared with the pore compressibility. Having the
initial porosity and porosity changes, the pore volume (Vp) and porosity (F) at each step can be calculated
as ‘‘Vp0 1 RDVp’’ and ‘‘Vp/(Vp 1 Vm)’’, respectively, where Vm is the mineral volume which is assumed to be
constant. The uncertainty in the pore volume change in each step in confining pressure (0.5 mm3) was rela-
tively small compared to the typical pore volume change measured (�35 mm3) [Chen et al., 2013c]. Assum-
ing a core sample in length of 10 mm and with 10% porosity, this corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.16% in
porosity. However, because the porosity at each step is calculated iteratively from the last step, and the
uncertainties thus accumulate as well.

In a typical experiment, a rubber-tube jacketed cylindrical sample with spacers (double layers of sieving
mesh, #240 and #30, of 0.6 mm thick in total) at its two ends was inserted inside the pressure vessel, then
connected to the upstream and downstream reservoirs. Each experiment was started by imposing a confin-
ing pressure of �7 MPa using distilled water as medium. The pore fluid system was then evacuated (�15
min) and pressured with nitrogen. The measuring procedure was as follows: (1) determine the porosity of
the dry sample at an initial effective pressure (�7 MPa) using nitrogen as pore fluid, (2) introduce water into
the pores by evacuation and saturating the system with distilled water, (3) measure permeability and spe-
cific storage using the pore pressure oscillation method, (4) change Pc and determining the resultant porosi-
ty change, and (5) repeat steps 3 and 4 after each step change in Pc. Following this procedure, a set of data,
including permeability, porosity, and specific storage was obtained for a complete Pc cycle for each sample
in a single experiment.

This procedure applies well for the fault gouge and fault breccia samples (Sites 2 and 3). However, for tight
samples (i.e., cataclasites and intact borehole samples), the porosity measurements were subjected to large
uncertainties and some even failed. As an alternative, the (connected) porosities for all the borehole and
cataclastic samples were determined at atmospheric pressure using the weighing method (i.e., weight dif-
ference of oven-dry (at 608C) and vacuum-wet samples). Finally, we noticed that some borehole samples
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showed newly formed fractures after the experiments. For two of these samples, a second test was per-
formed (Table 1).

4. Results of Hydraulic Property Measurements

4.1. Incohesive Rocks (Fault Gouge and Fault Breccia)
The results of hydraulic properties for three pairs of gouge-breccia samples at different sampling sites (Sites
2 and 3) are presented in Figure 5. In general, the permeability, specific storage, and effective porosity of all
these samples decrease with increasing effective pressure (Pe). The permeability and effective porosity
show a sharp decrease with increasing Pe, whereas much gentler trends are observed along the depressuri-
zation path. The Ss-II data (calculated from equation (2)) distribute along two independent curves for the
pressurization and depressurization paths (Figures 5b, 5e, and 5f). The pressurization path is above the
depressurization one; the most likely reason is due to the hysteresis effect of the bulk compressibility (bb) of
the sample. For all the gouge and breccia samples investigated here, the Ss-I data (from the PPO method)
are lower than the Ss-II. This discrepancy is due to the high bb-value of the fault rocks measured, which
implies that strong shrinkage/compaction should have occurred in the sample, when effective pressure was
changed typically by 10–20 MPa. However, such effects are not included in the measurement of storage in
the PPO tests, since the PPO amplitude is less than 2 MPa and mostly elastic compaction occurs.

At the Pe range investigated, the fault gouge always has lower permeability and higher specific storage
than the fault breccia sample that was collected from the same site. In particular, the permeabilities of a
fault gouge can be two orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding fault breccia (Figure 5d). By con-
trast, the effective porosities of the gouge versus breccia samples are not always consistent with the relation
of their permeabilities. For instance, the highest porosity is shown by the PSZ fault gouge, i.e., 26% at Pe of
7 MPa, which is much higher than that of the adjacent breccia sample measured at the same pressure
(�6%), but the permeability of the gouge is about one order of magnitude lower (cf. Figures 5a and 5c).
The permeabilities of all the gouges are similar at low pressure (e.g., 1.5–3 3 10219 m2 at Pe of 5–10 MPa),
but their decrease with increasing Pe shows larger variability. The k-values at 155 MPa vary from 2.2 3

10221 m2 to 6.8 3 10221 m2. The PSZ gouge is the most permeable among the three gouge samples sam-
pled (Table 1).

For all the fault gouge and breccia samples investigated, the permeability curves always show gentler
slopes with increasing effective pressure, implying declining pressure sensitivities with depth (Figure 5). Pre-
vious studies show that the pressure-dependent permeability can be described either by an exponential or
a power law [e.g., David et al., 1994]. For our modeling work (section 6), the relation adopted for an individu-
al sample depends on the goodness of fit [Chen et al., 2013b]. For the sake of comparison of pressure sensi-
tivities, we use an exponential function to fit the k 2 Pe curves for all samples. The results show that the
pressure sensitivity varies with effective stress, especially at lower pressures. The strong sensitivity at lower
effective pressures is most likely to be an artifact of damage induced by the sampling history, in the labora-
tory and on the drilling site [Morrow et al., 2014]. We do find that the pressure-dependent permeability at
high pressures can be well described by the following function,

k5k0 exp ð2cDPeÞ (3)

where k is permeability (m2), k0 is a reference value at a given pressure (40 MPa). Further, c is the pressure
sensitivity factor (MPa21), and DPe is the change in effective stress, that is, DPe 5 (Pe 2 40) MPa. All the fit-
ting results are given in Table 1.

4.2. Cohesive Rocks (Granitic Cataclasites and Borehole Samples)
Samples recovered from the borehole and the cataclastic outcrop (Site 1) are cohesive and less porous than
the fault gouges and breccias (Table 1). Among these samples (31 in total), a brecciated sandstone has the
highest porosity (17.5%), which is followed by the mudstones (2.0–12.6%), and then by the cataclasites
(0.5–2.7%) and the opening-containing or crack-containing samples (<1.4%). The intact volcanic rocks, i.e.,
tuff, trachyte, and dacite, and the intact sandstones, have the lowest porosity (<1.0%). The values obtained
by the weighing method were confirmed by repeated measurements and by the gas expansion method
using N2 as the pore medium (when porosity >2%). The poor connectivity of these samples was further
confirmed by the microstructural analysis.
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Figure 5. Hydraulic properties of three pairs of gouge-breccia samples collected from the main damage zone of the Yingxiu-Beichuan fault. (a–c) Results of the principal slip zone (PSZ)
fault gouge and breccia collected from the trench (Site 2); (d–f) results from the slip zone that is 3.5 m away from the PSZ (referred to as 3.5 m-SZ); (g–i) results of the gouge and breccia
samples collected from a secondary slip zone at Site 3. The properties presented include permeability, specific storage (Ss-I), a second specific storage (Ss-II) calculated from poro-
elasticity theory [Brace, 1968] and effective porosity. The solid and open symbols connected with solid and dashed lines represent the results for the upward and downward pressuriza-
tion paths, respectively. The shaded area indicates the uncertainties for the PPO method (light and dark shaded areas for the upward and downward pressurization paths, respectively).
Note that the results for the PSZ are used in our numerical modeling.
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To facilitate characterizing these samples and relating their feature(s) to the measured properties, we classi-
fied them into six different groups which are interpreted to reflect different hydraulic conduction structures
of these rocks. This classification was during the initial recovery at the drilling site based on the macroscopic
fracture connectivity identified by visible inspection (if present), and was later shown to be consistent in
terms of microstructures, permeability and P-sensitivity (Figure 6 and Table 1, and see supporting informa-
tion Figure S1, for details). In what follows, we describe the six groups in more detail:

Type-1: Intact Samples Without Crack or Openings. As shown in the first row of Figure 6a, this type specifies
the intact or semiintact samples that are very tight and do not show any visible evidence of damage. This
type includes the intact volcanic, sandstone, and some mudstone samples. At the pressure range investigat-
ed, permeabilities of these samples are generally lower than 1 3 10220 m2, with their specific storages
below the detection limit of the PPO method (Figures 6b and 6c). The lowest permeability was measured
for a mudstone (4 3 10223 m2, WFSD1-103). The k 2 Pe curves show relatively steep slopes, with an average
c-value of 20.031 (60.008) MPa21 (Table 1).

Type-2: Samples With Massive Fluid Alteration. This type is deemed to be samples that appear to be ‘‘intact’’
but have experienced pervasive fluid-rock interaction, which renders the original structure hard to distin-
guish (Figure 6d). Again, this type of rocks has low permeabilities, ranging from 5 3 10223 to 1 3 10219 m2

under the pressure range investigated (Figure 6e). In these samples, fluid related materials are widespread,
comprising of mainly calcite and quartz, with pyrite and chlorite locally. Similar to the intact rocks, these
samples have low storages and permeabilities, with an average c-value of 20.029 (60.008) MPa21.

Type-3: Samples With Cemented Cracks (Figure 6g). Veins are the most common texture seen in the borehole
samples. This type denotes samples containing healed fracture(s) and at least one of them should be wider
than 0.5 mm. In these samples, the infilling materials are predominately calcite, but their widths vary signifi-
cantly (supporting information Figure S1c). As shown in Figure 6h, permeabilities of these samples fall in a
wide range from 7 3 10217 to 2 3 10221 m2, and show a decreasing trend with decreasing vein width. The
Ss-values also show a decreasing trend, from 2 3 1029 Pa21 to below the detection limit (5 3 10212 Pa21)
(Figure 6i). The k 2 Pe curves of these samples have the gentlest slopes among the six types, with an aver-
age c-value of 20.018 (60.004) MPa21.

Type-4: Samples With Network Cracks (Figure 6j). The type is characterized by networks of fractures and
includes a protocataclasite, a fractured mudstone and two fractured tuff samples. These samples have per-
meabilities ranging from 2 3 10217 to 7 3 10221 m2, and specific storages from 2 3 10210 Pa21 to below
the detection limit (Figures 6k and 6l). The permeability is also relatively pressure insensitive, with a mean c-
value of 20.024 (60.003) MPa21. In addition, for one sample of this type (WFSD1-64), we performed two
rounds of tests. The second test measured permeabilities that are nearly two orders of magnitude higher
than the first round (Figure 6h), and the c-value also increased from 20.0374 to 20.0221 MPa21.

Type-5: Samples With Openings (Figure 6m). This type specifies samples that have fractures visible to the
naked eye. Two samples fall into this category. For one sample (WFSD1-7), the permeability is so high (3 3

10215 to 3 3 10217 m2) that the steady flow method was used (Figure 6n). The opening contained in the
other sample (WFSD1-95) was actually produced by a first-round measurement (most likely formed when
dismantling the sample assembly). The original sample appeared to be intact and has very low permeability
in the first round test, falling into the Type 1 (cf. Figures 6b and 6n). For both samples, a sharp decrease in
permeability and storage was measured, with relatively high c-values (20.033 and 20.048 MPa21).

Type-6: Samples Conductive by Matrix (Figure 6p). This type is characterized by the presence of distributed
pores or damages in the sample, such that the hydraulic conduction is inferred to be through the matrix
(different from the intact and fractured samples). This includes three cataclasites and five (weakly)damaged
samples that are derived from mudstone, sandstone, and tachylyte (see supporting information Figure S1,
for details). Within the pressure range investigated, the permeabilities of these rocks vary by seven orders
of magnitude, from 2 3 10216 to 4 3 10223 m2 (Figure 6q). In terms of the P-sensitivity, the cataclasite that
was cored parallel to the shear direction, shows a sharp decrease in permeability of five orders of magni-
tude, with a c-value of 20.057 MPa21. High c-values from 20.036 to 20.060 MPa21 are also reported for
the other cataclasites and a (partially cemented) fractured-tachylyte (Table 1). In contrast, the damaged
sandstones and mudstones have much lower c-values (from 20.010 to 20.017 MPa21). Specific storages of
these samples fall in a wide range from 3 3 1029 Pa21 to below the detection limit.
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4.3. Microstructure, Composition, and Sealing Structures
The microstructure of the principal slip zone (Site 2, Figure 3a) is shown in Figures 7a–7c. The texture is
extraordinarily homogeneous, with a fine grain size (<40 lm) and presence of microcracks (�10 lm wide)
(Figure 7b). The shear direction can be discerned by the alignment of fine-grained particles along the frac-
ture. SEM images (Figures 7b and 7c) show that the particle sizes are on average a few micrometers or even

Figure 6. Hydraulic properties and representative photographs of cohesive rocks from both the borehole and surface rupture zones. These samples are classified into six types, which
are interpreted to reflect different hydraulic conduction structure of these rocks (see details in the text). They are illustrated in six rows and each row contains three columns showing
the representative photograph, the permeability and specific storage, respectively. Note that only data from the pressurization path are shown in this figure. Other information, including
photographs of other samples, the hydraulic properties from the depressurization paths, as well as uncertainties are shown in the supporting information (Figure S1).
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less, and the crack infilling materials continue at some points, suggesting that these cracks are not the result
of lab-treatment. EDS analysis further confirms there are fluid-related minerals/elements deposits along the
fractures, i.e., FeCO3 1 FeS�2 1 ZnS (as interpreted from data for Points 1, 2 in Figures 7b and 7c, and also
from other points in supporting information Figure S2d). It also reveals that the black particles, which are
widespread in the sample, are carbonaceous (Point 3 in Figure 7c), consistent with the high TOC content
(26.2 wt %, Table 2). Microstructures of the fault gouge from a secondary slip zone (Site 3 in Figure 3a) are
shown in Figures 7d–7f. TOC analysis and XRD data of the extracted material indicates this sample is rich in

Figure 6. (continued)
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low-crystalline graphite, with the presence of a small amount of full-crystalline graphite (Table 2). As shown
in Figure 7d, the central black vein, of �1 mm width, has been sheared locally with �1 mm displacement,
and contrasts with the gouge materials at two sides. A highly deformed, flow-like structure is observed on
the left side, namely, particles are swapping over one another and are wrapped in clay and carbon flakes.
Veins are elongated (deformed) along the shear direction (Figure 7e). In contrast, the other side (right)
shows more or less a homogeneous texture (Figure 7d), characterized by finer gain size and open fractures
(Figure 7f). Finally, it is noteworthy that the microstructure featuring a PSZ is less altered compared with his-
torical slip zones (cf. Figures 7a and 7d). Particularly, the PSZ usually has less vein deposits if recovered soon
after the earthquake.

Figure 7. Microstructure of fault gouges from (a–c) the principal slip zone (Site 2), and (d–f) a secondary slip zone (Site 3). (a–c) and (e–f) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images tak-
en by the back-scatter electrons (BSE) detector, and (d) is a merged photo taken under polarized optical microscopy. The yellow arrows in Figure 7a indicate the shear direction. The ‘‘1’’
with numbers in Figures 7b and 7c show locations of the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses, with the results being labeled below in unit of percentage of atoms.
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XRD analysis shows that the protocataclasite has a similar mineral composition to granite, whereas the cata-
clasite has less feldspar (by 23%) and higher clay content (by 15%, Table 2). The structure of the cataclasite
cored parallel to the shear direction is shown in Figure 8. As portrayed by the reflected-light microphotos
(Figure 8a), a compactive shear band (or local ultracataclastic zone) contrasting the surrounding fragments
can be observed. This band, of 0.5–2 mm width, is characterized by finer grain size and strong particle align-
ment, and with recognizable reworked clasts (Figures 8b and 8c). The presence of quartz-feldspar solid solu-
tion in the shear band is found under SEM (Figures 8d–8f), probably indicating a local heating event.
Phyllosilicates are also developed in the shear band (Figure 8g), and they seem to grow bilaterally from the
shear direction (with an inclined angle of �458). Inlens (secondary electron) images further show the pres-
ence of nanopores in/between the phyllosilicate interlayers (Figure 8h).

Microstructural analysis demonstrates that the borehole samples have experienced complex fracturing and
sealing processes, especially the (cemented) fractured samples (Figure 9), whereas the intact rocks (i.e., tuff
and andesite) are characterized by relatively tight structure (supporting information Figures S3a and S3b).
Aggregates of pyrite and calcite are the most common cement constituents. They preferably deposit at the
junction area of conjugated fractures (Figure 9a), or along simple fractures producing chains of pyrite

Figure 8. Microstructures of the black cataclasite (1509-21pl) cored parallel to the shear direction. (a–c) Reflected-light optical microphotos showing (a) the entire core sample, and (b
and c) a local compactive shear band (or ultracataclastic zone), characterized by fine grain size and strong particle alignment, with recognizable reworked clasts. (d–f) SEM pictures (taken
under BSE mode) showing even more localized slip and the development of phyllosilicates in the shear band. (g–h) High-magnification secondary electron images (taken with an in-lens
detector) showing the presence of nanopores in the shear band.
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Figure 9. Microphotos showing a variation of sealing structures and related in-filling materials. (a and b) Images of a volcanic breccia con-
taining healed fractures (at 400.1 m depth). Pyrites (with calcite) are present along (a) conjugated and (b) simple fractures. The inset of Fig-
ure 9b shows that single pyrite crystals have been fractured or sheared, indicating multiple generations of (shear) deformation. (c and d) A
tuff sample containing network of cracks (at 245 m depth), which are (partially) filled with calcite, quartz, and/or carbonaceous material. (e
and f) A well-cemented sample (at 412.1 m depth), in which abundant fluid inclusions are present in the fracture-infilling minerals. (g and
h) Images showing the presence of Figure 9g carbon clasts in size of 0.1–0.5 mm in a deformed sandstone (at 874.3 m) and h) dendritic
carbon veins in a carbonaceous mudstone (at 651.9 m). All the images were taken under the plane polarized light microscopy, except for a
reflected-light optical image for the inset of Figure 9b.
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(Figure 9b). Cross-cutting cracks, which are generally filled with calcite and quartz (supporting information
Figures S3e and S3f), or amorphous material and phyllosilicates locally, can be widely observed (Figures 9c,
9d and supporting information Figure S3g). From the presence of abundant fluid inclusions (Figure 9e),
strong fluid dissemination is inferred to have occurred in the fracture-infilling vein material in some sam-
ples. The inclusions seem to be widespread over the entire vein, healing microfractures even on a small
scale (Figure 9f). Carbonaceous clasts and veins are preferentially developed in the deformed sandstone
(Figure 9g) and localized slip zones (Figure 7d and supporting information Figure S2a), indicating that they
might be formed in a dynamic process. Some show a flow or a dendritic texture (Figure 9h), suggestive of
an origin related to fluid activity.

4.4. Numerical Modeling of Coseismic Thermochemical Pressurization
During a natural earthquake, frictional heating generated in the slip zone will induce a temperature rise and
thus a pore pressure rise, as well as possible activation of chemical reactions. Here we report numerical
modeling of the coseismic slip-weakening process including thermochemical effects. We use measured flu-
id transport properties, mineral composition, and previous data on reaction rate constants for quantifying
the chemical reactions. We also use local seismic slip history data for the Wenchuan earthquake and lab fric-
tion data to compute the heat source. For details of the numerical method, also refer to Chen et al. [2013b]
and references therein.

4.5. Governing Equations
The partial differential equations (PDEs) of energy and fluid mass conservation governing the thermochemi-
cal pressurization process are established in the literature [e.g., Rice, 2006; Sulem and Famin, 2009; Brantut
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013b], and can be written as follows:
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In equation (4), T is temperature, t is time, K is thermal conductivity (2 Wm21 K21), q is bulk density (2.5 3

103 kg m23), c is specific heat capacity (800 Jkg21 K21), Qso is the heat source per unit volume generated by
frictional heating, and Qsi is the heat sink per unit volume by reactions. In equation (5), p is pore pressure, k,
F, and Ss are permeability, porosity and specific storage, respectively. Further, g is dynamic viscosity of fluid,
af and am are the thermal expansivities of the fluid and individual grains (2.2 3 1025 K21), respectively, and
X is fluid generation rate per unit volume by reactions. Important points in relation to the governing equa-
tion are stated below:

1. Frictional work done by an earthquake is considered to be distributed between frictional heating and
chemical reactions. Uniform shearing rate within a slip band is assumed and the heat production rate is
then given by:

Qso5s _c5ldðrn2�pÞ V
W

(6)

where _c is shear strain rate, V is slip velocity, and W is thickness of slip band. Assuming mechanical equilibri-
um in the shear band, the shear resistance can be taken as linearly proportional to the mean effective nor-
mal stress (rn 2�p) inside the slip band, and set to be zero for overshooting cases (�p > rn). The heat
consumed by chemical reactions is expressed as:

Qsi5
Xxð12FÞqsDH

M
@n
@t

(7)

Here
P

represents summation of all involved reactions. The term DH represents the molar enthalpy change
of reaction (KJ mol21) and is negative when endothermic, x and M are the wt % content and molar mass of
the reactant contained in the gouge sample, qs is the average density of solid minerals (2.7 3 103 kg m23),
n is the accumulative reacted mass fraction of the reactant through time and its time derivative @n=@t
expresses the reaction kinetics.
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2. Some chemical reactions influence evolution of pore pressure by fluid mass production. Reactions can
also involve volume change in the solid phases. Assuming 1 mol hydrate converts to 1 mol dehydrate,
losing v mol water and producing a volume reduction in solid phase DV, the effective fluid generation
rate can be expressed as,

X5
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xð12FÞ vMf

Mhy

qs

qf
2DV

� �
@n
@t

(8)

where Mf and Mhy are the molar masses of the pore fluid and the hydrous mineral, respectively, and qf is
the density of the pore fluid. Other reactions such as decarbonation are treated in a similar way.

3. The kinetics of chemical reactions is expressed by relations of the form

@n=@t5f ðnÞjðTÞ (9)

where f(n) is a kinetic function determined by the active reaction mechanism. Temperature dependent reac-
tion rate is adopted following an Arrhenius law, j (T) 5 Aexp(2Ea/RT), where A is the rate constant (s21), Ea

is the activation energy (KJ mol21) and R is gas constant (8.31 JK21 mol21).

4.6. Parameter Values and Model Settings
Frictional, fluid transport properties, and mineralogical composition of the fault gouge, as well as slip zone
thickness are the key parameters controlling the thermochemical pressurization effect.
4.6.1. Frictional Properties
Dynamic friction is set to evolve with displacement following the previous high-velocity friction experi-
ments on the fault gouges collected from other exposures of the YX-BC fault [Hou et al., 2012; Yao et al.,
2013a]. The average frictional parameters (a peak friction of 0.7, a steady state friction of 0.11, and a slip
weakening distance of 1 m) are used. We are using the dry friction data because we want to simulate the
evolution of shear stress without presetting the effect of thermal pressurization. The uncertainty of friction
coefficient is further investigated by running models using constant friction coefficients at different levels
(0.1–0.6).
4.6.2. Fluid Transport Properties
Hydraulic properties, including permeability and porosity of the PSZ fault gouge and the adjacent fault
breccia are set as function of effective pressure (Pe) (Figure 5). We took the dependences on increasing and
decreasing pressure from our results, assuming that the sensitivity of these quantities to decreasing Pe from
the initial Pe value imposed is independent of that value. Specific storages derived from the depressuriza-
tion curves (Ss-II data) were used, considering similar evolutional trend in effective pressure for a TP process.
State-dependent fluid properties, i.e., density, compressibility, thermal expansivity, and viscosity, are used
[Chen et al., 2013b]. Note that the hydraulic properties were obtained at room temperature, under hydro-
static loading (without nonhydrostatic loading) and using distilled water as pore fluid; therefore, the data
do not exactly correspond to in situ condition investigated in our modeling.
4.6.3. Chemical Reactions
Based on the mineral composition of the PSZ gouge and adjacent fault breccia (Table 2), reactions consid-
ered include smectite dehydration, gypsum dehydration, and dolomite decarbonation. Smectite is assumed
to carry one interlayer of H2O in the unit lattice cell. Kinetic parameters for the reactions refer to Chen et al.
[2013b] and Fatu [2001] (for gypsum).
4.6.4. Width of Slip Zone
The least well-defined parameter in our model is the thickness of the slip band (W). As explained in section
2, the coseismic slip was inferred to be mostly accommodated by the 63 mm thick gouge layer, but the
overlapping patterns of striations on the surface (Figure 3d) suggest that the slip might be localized in an
even narrower zone [Liu-Zeng et al., 2010]. We consider both uniform and localized slip by varying the active
slip band width (from 63 to 8 mm). In the latter case, we let slip be localized at one margin of the fault
gouge zone, resembling the real fault structure.
4.6.5. Model Settings
A one-dimensional planar fault model is used. In accordance with internal fault structure observed in the
drilling and surface rupture zones, a symmetric geometry is constructed, consisting of the central fault
gouge (63 mm thick) and the adjacent fault breccia zones (30 cm thick for each side). The model is meshed
into 312 elements in total, 72 of which occupy the gouge zone. We take zero-flux boundaries for the fluid
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and temperature fields. Hydrostatic initial conditions are assumed. Uniform initial temperature is assigned
on basis of the local geothermal gradient (218C km21). In the model, we let coseismic slip last for 10 s, pro-
ducing a total displacement of 5.6 m [He et al., 2008], on the basis of the real slip history computed from
wave shape inversion of seismological data [Zhang et al., 2009]. The coupled PDEs (equation (4)–(9)) are
solved using the finite element software-Comsol Multiphysics, solving simultaneously for all dependent vari-
ables including pore pressure (p), temperature (T), and normalized chemical concentrations (n). Our model-
ing addresses a time interval totaling 15 s from the onset of the slip. The time step is set to be 0.01 s in the
coseismic stage (10 s) and is then changed to 0.5 s for the postseismic stage.

In this study, we first model a ‘‘reference case,’’ in which slip is evenly distributed in the 63 mm thick gouge
zone at 3 km depth. With referring to the ‘‘reference case,’’ we then model the coseismic slip processes (1) at
varying depths (0.5–5 km), (2) with different slip zone thickness (8–63 mm), and (3) with different friction
coefficients (0.1–0.6).
4.6.6. Modeling Results
Reference Case. First, we show the results of the ‘‘reference case’’ (Figures 10a–10f). After the 10 s of slip (or
5.6 m displacement), the temperature on the slip surface reaches �2908C, with a maximum pore pressure

Figure 10. Modeling results of the thermochemical pressurization process during the Wenchuan earthquake at the Hongkou area. (a–f) Results of the model run at 3 km depth and with
uniform slip distribution (referred to be the ‘‘reference case’’). The evolution of (a) temperature and pore pressure, and (b) reactions involved at the slip zone center, as well as the (d) tem-
perature and (e) pore pressure profiles are shown. (c) Comparison of the contribution to the generation of excess pore pressure by thermal pressurization and by chemical reactions. (f)
The evolution of the friction coefficient and the apparent friction with the passage of time (or displacement). (g–i) Modeling results of the thermochemical pressurization process from
models investigating the effects of (g) depth, (f) slip band thickness, and (i) friction coefficient (i) on the dynamic slip weakening. The model settings in Figures 10g–10i were the same as
in the ‘‘reference case’’ except the parameter investigated. The shaded areas in Figures 10a–10c and 10f indicate the 10 s of slip period.
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of 54 MPa, which is 0.72 of the lithostatic pressure (Figure 10a). Smectite and gypsum contained in the
gouge have fully lost their interlayer water by the end of the slip (Figure 10b), while dolomite decarbon-
ation does not occur. Gypsum dehydrates �2 s later than smectite but its dehydration rate is much faster.
In terms of the contribution to the generation of excess pore pressure, thermal pressurization plays a domi-
nated role from the very beginning of slip (i.e., after only 0.1 m), and chemical reactions begins to become
important after 1.2 meters of slip (Figure 10c). As shown in the fault-perpendicular profile graphs (Figures
10d and 10e), both the temperature and pore pressure inside the slip zone show a progressive increase
with time, suggesting that the diffusion process is not important in the time span investigated (15 s). With
passage of the slip (or 5.6 m displacement), the friction coefficient decrease from 0.7 to 0.11 (as set in the
model), and the apparent friction, determined as shear stress over the initial effective normal stress, is
reduced to 0.05 by the end of the slip (Figure 10f).
The Effect of Depth. We modeled the coseismic slip process at depths ranging from 0.5 to 5 km. At greater
depth, the increased overburden pressure (confining pressure) implies that more frictional heat is generated
while the fault gouge is expected to be less permeable, making fluid pressurization more efficient. Indeed,
as show in Figure 10g, the apparent friction coefficient decreases rapidly with increasing depth. This causes
the minimum apparent dynamic (steady-state) friction to decrease from 0.08 at 0.5 km to �0.01 at 5 km. It
is noteworthy that the overpressure condition (p> lithostatic pressure) is achieved locally at 5 km depth.
The Effect of Slip Localization. We also ran models with different slip band thickness (localized at the margin
of the gouge layer). The results show that a decrease in slip band thickness can enhance the fluid pressuri-
zation, but this trend becomes less obvious when the thickness is less than 15 mm (Figure 10h). We infer
this is because when slip gets localized, the frictional heating rate will get higher, causing a more rapid
increase in pore pressure, reducing shear stress which in turn inhibits the heat production.
The Effect of Friction Coefficient. In the ‘‘reference case,’’ we use a friction coefficient that evolves with dis-
placement from 0.7 to 0.11, and the slip weakening predicted is thus attributed to the combined effects of
pore fluid pressurization and the declining friction. Here, with constant friction coefficients, the slip weaken-
ing will be purely due to the build-up of pore pressure. The results showed remarkable dynamic fault weak-
ening regardless of the average friction levels (0.1–0.6). Even for a friction of 0.1, more than 11.5 MPa of
pore pressure rise, equivalent to a 47% reduction in effective normal stress, is expected (Figure 10i). After
10 s of slip, temperature increases by 1558C. As a consequence, the smectite contained in the slip zone
dehydrates by 70% and gypsum has fully lost its interlayer water. An increasing friction coefficient promotes
a larger stress drop. In addition, with higher friction, chemical reactions start to play a role at an earlier stage
(Figure 10i).

5. Discussion

5.1. Downhole Permeability, Porosity, and Storativity of the Yingxiu-Beichuan Fault
With the measurement results of permeability, effective porosity and specific storage, it is possible to con-
strain the hydrological structure of the Yingxiu-Beichuan fault. Since low pressure (<5 MPa) properties are
not our main concern, downhole hydraulic properties at effective pressure of 40 MPa (�2.5 km depth),
including permeability, porosity, specific storage, and pressure sensitivities (P-sensitivity) of permeability,
are presented in Figure 11. Note that (1) for low-porosity samples (<2.7%), results from atmospheric condi-
tion measurements are used (Table 2); (2) the specific storages that are below the detection limit (5 3

10212 Pa21), are all set to be 2.0 3 10212 Pa21 (for plotting clarity). As shown in Figure 11, the permeabil-
ities show a decreasing trend with depth (from 7.9 3 10216 to 4 3 10222 m2) within the Pengguan com-
plex, and those from the main damage zone (light-gray shaded area) have relatively higher values and
variable permeabilities, ranging from 2.0 3 10222 to 2.0 3 10218 m2, and covering four orders of magni-
tude. In contrast, most of the samples within the footwall (Xujiahe Formation) have permeabilities lower
than 2.0 3 10220 m2. The main damage zone (partially represented by the surface samples) has variable
porosities, ranging from 1% to 26%, and the highest value (26%) is present for the principal slip zone (PSZ)
gouge. Out of this interval (i.e., 589–759 m), the samples have relatively low porosities (<2.7%). Samples col-
lected from both the Pengguan complex and the Xujiahe Formation have low specific storages (undetect-
able level), except for several samples from shallow depths. In contrast, the fault rocks have much higher
specific storages, and the highest value is also found in the PSZ (1 3 1029 Pa21). The P-sensitivities are
determined to be between 20.06 to 20.01 MPa21, and no obvious trend or difference is observed between
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the wall rocks and samples from the main damage zone (Figure 11). As discussed latter, this parameter may
not depend upon the absolute permeability, but probably reflects the hydraulic conduction mechanism of
each individual sample.

Xue et al. [2013] reported the average hydrologic properties of the borehole between 800 and 1200 m,
which is 200–600 m below the PSZ. Therefore, their estimates are limited to fluid flow through the footwall
damage zone to the well. Bear in mind that permeabilities of fault rocks are several orders of magnitude
greater in the main damage zone (Figure 11). From the phase lags and amplitude responses, the average
permeability was calculated as 1.4 3 10215 m2, with an average storage coefficient (S) of 2.2 3 1024. This
estimated permeability is close to the upper bound of our measurements, i.e., 3 3 10215 m2, which is mea-
sured for a sample containing an opening. This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the in situ
fault rocks in the borehole have fractures and apertures with larger length and width than the samples mea-
sured in this study [Li et al., 2014]. From the definition of storage coefficient S 5 Sscwb, where cw is the spe-
cific weight of water (10 KN m23) and b is the thickness of the aquifer (400 m), the average specific storage
(Ss) can be calculated as 5.5 3 10211 Pa21. This estimated specific storage is higher than our measured

Figure 11. Downhole variations of lithology, fault rock distribution and hydraulic properties of the WFSD-1 borehole cores. The lithology and fault rock charts are as Figure 2. The hydrau-
lic properties are all at an effective pressure of 40 MPa (�2.5 km depth), except for the low porosity data (<2.7%), which are measurements under atmospheric condition. Samples from
the surface rupture zone are added for comparison. Squares, circles, and triangles stand for borehole cores, granitic cataclasites, and fault gouge-breccia samples, respectively. The light-
gray shaded area represents the main damage zone of the Yingxiu-Beichuan fault, with a dark-gray line indicating the principal slip zone associated with the Wenchuan earthquake. For
the specific storage data, open and solid triangles indicate the data from PPO measurements (Ss-I) and poro-elasticity calculation (Ss-II), respectively. Different types of cohesive rocks are
shown in different colors (see Figure 6 for the classification).
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values for intact samples collected from the same interval (800–1200 m), but is consistent with the mea-
sured values for the fractured sample or lab-damaged sample in this interval (Figure 11).

5.2. Mechanisms for Hydraulic Conduction and Sealing of the Yingxiu-Beichuan Fault
Our measurement results show that the intact samples collected from both the hanging and footwall
(Type 1) have low permeability (<1 3 10220 m2), while the fractured samples derived from them (Types 2–
5) have higher but variable permeabilities, which is inferred to be controlled by the permeability of the
(cemented) fractures developed. The overall permeability of these samples displays an increasing trend
with a decreasing degree of cementation (healing), following an order from Type 2 (bulk-cemented by mas-
sive fluid alteration) to Type 5 (poorly cemented with openings) (Figure 6). Different types are characterized
by distinct P-sensitivities for permeability, which might shed light on the mechanism of hydraulic conduc-
tion. Among them, the samples with simple healed fractures (Type 3) have the lowest sensitivity (with an
average c-value of 20.018 MPa21), which is followed by the samples containing network cracks (Type 4,
with a c-value of 20.024 MPa21) and then by intact or bulk-cemented samples (Type 2, with a c-value of
20.030 MPa21). This suggests that a single aperture (crack) is the most resistant to an increase in (overbur-
den) pressure. The slightly higher sensitivity for network-cracked samples might be attributed to the anisot-
ropy of hydrological conduits in these samples. Permeability of (ultra)cataclasites is the most sensitive to
pressure (with a c-value of �20.060 MPa21). Microstructural analysis shows that (nano)pores present in the
matrix are the most likely flow paths of the fluid in a (ultra)cataclasite (Figure 8). Since the granitic cataclas-
tic zone studied is inferred to be exhumed from the depth of the YX-BC fault, the high sensitivity value sug-
gests that the transmissivity of the fault will be rapidly reduced as the fault rocks transform from incohesive
into cohesive with depth in the crust [Sibson et al., 1988]. Finally, as the dominant fluid-flow conduits, the
fault gouge and breccia samples have hydraulic properties that are very distinct from those of the wall
rocks, in particular they have much higher porosities and specific storages (Table 1). Specifically, the gouge
samples, consisting of fine-grained particles and a large percentage of phyllosilicates (Table 2), have a typi-
cal matrix-supported structure (Figure 7 and supporting information Figure S3g). This kind of structure
could strongly restrain the fluid transport efficiency with increasing pressure. In contrast, the fault breccias
show a clast-supported framework structure (supporting information Figures S3c and S3d), which is more
resistant to compaction, thereby exhibiting lower P-sensitivity.

Water level measurements performed after earthquakes showed that active fracturing increased fault per-
meability temporarily, followed by a rapid reduction within the time scale of observation [Elkhoury et al.,
2006; Kitagawa et al., 2007; Chia et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2013]. With respect to the fault slip behavior in the
seismic cycle of a high-angle thrust fault like the YX-BC fault, it is expected that low permeability is required
in and around the fault zone in order to maintain the high pore pressure for rupture to nucleate at a mid-
crustal depth [Sibson et al., 1988; Zhou and He, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010]. This is consistent with our measure-
ment results of low permeabilities (<2 3 10219 m2 at the Pe range investigated) and low porosities (<2.7%)
for the granitic cataclasites and well-cemented (fractured) rocks. Since these rocks were hardly damaged by
the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, their formation has recorded information inherited from past fault motions
at depth [Scholz, 2002], probably by historical earthquakes and by fluid-assisted healing processes in inter-
seismic periods. This is also evidenced by high P-sensitivities of permeability of the cataclasites and well-
cemented (fractured) samples (Table 1). However, our lab measurements showed quite high permeabilities
for the opening-contained samples (Figure 6n) and fault breccias from the main damage zone (Figure 5),
even under high effective pressures (e.g., >3 3 10217 m2 at 155 MPa). We speculate this discrepancy can
be explained by the following reasons. (1) These high-permeability rocks have undergone severe fault
motion and damage during the Wenchuan earthquake. They were sampled within 3 years after the earth-
quake, and hence more likely reflect the hydrological architecture of the fault in the postseismic stage,
especially considering the inferred long recurrence interval of �2500 year of the YX-BC fault [Zhang et al.,
2010]. (2) Fluid-involved healing processes such as precipitation, pore cementation, pressure solution or
clogging of the induced cracks [Gratier et al., 2011; Rutqvist, 2015; Ranjram et al., 2015] can help heal these
rocks in the long term. However, these processes are too slow to occur during our present room tempera-
ture measurements.

Although our permeability measurements cannot provide direct evidence for the healing process, our
results for the (partially) cemented samples (not affected by the recent earthquake) indeed reflect the prop-
erties of the fractured-rocks at the intermediate or final healing state, and our structural and compositional
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analyses of the infilling materials can provide additional information on how fluid was involved in the pro-
cess. First, calcite and quartz are the most common vein material (Figures 9c, 9d and supporting information
Figure S3), followed by carbonaceous material (Figures (7 and 9)g, and 9h) and pyrite (sometimes coexisting
with sphalerite, Figures 9a and 9b). Their widespread occurrence reflects a reducing environment of the
fault fluid system, which might be due to the massive carbonaceous strata in the Xujiahe Formation. Clay
minerals are not often seen as vein material in simple cracks, but are crucial in sealing typical fault rocks, i.e.,
ultracataclasites (Figure 8), fault gouges and fine-grained fault breccias (e.g., Figures 7d and supporting
information Figure S3). The fine-grained size of these samples suggests high surface energy, which elevates
the chemical potential and hence the solubility of the particles, as well as fluid-rock reaction rates. In addi-
tion, massive fluid inclusions are present in the vein minerals (Figures 9e and 9f). This suggests that the sam-
ples were healed at relatively high temperature-pressure conditions, such that fluid inclusions that usually
consist of bubbles of liquid and gas fluid phases, can be trapped in the healed fractures [Parry, 1998]. Other
than the above-mentioned processes, pressure solution is an important mechanism for fault healing and
sealing, and can be accelerated or modulated in fault rocks due to grain size reduction and/or fluid flow
[Chen et al., 2013a; Gratier et al., 2011; Renard et al., 2012]. Microstructural evidence for pressure solution has
also been observed, such as the sutured contacts in the fault gouge (Figure 8e), the truncated or indented
grains in localized shear bands (supporting information Figure S3d) and reworked clasts (Figure 9).
Although the role of pressure solution might be small in the shallow subsurface, pressure solution is
inferred to be an important deformation mechanism at depth, especially in accommodating post-/inter-seis-
mic fault creep and thereby healing and sealing of the fault [Gratier et al., 2011]. Finally, it is important to
note a possible high-temperature sintering process associated with frictional heating generated by seismic
slip, which may promote the coherency or healing of cataclasites. This may explain why the cataclasites are
very strong at the outcrop, especially with the presence of local pseudotachylyte. With local melting, ultra-
fine particles in the ultracataclasites, mostly micrometers in size, appear to be welded or sintered by the
melting glass batches (Figure S3h). Similar sintering structures have been observed in high-velocity friction
experiments performed on different materials [e.g., Niemeijer et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2013b]. The occurrence
of local frictional heating is also indicated by the observation of quartz-feldspar solid solution developed in
localized shear bands (Figure 8f). By means of frictional heating, this healing process occurs only in the
vicinity of the shear band (i.e., the PSZ), and therefore cannot reflect the hydraulic sealing structure of the
entire fault zone. However, such a process can cause rapid restrengthening (mechanical healing) of the fault
[Yao et al., 2013b]. This may help explain why multiple generations of ultracataclasites or local pseudotachy-
lyte are developed in the outcrop (Figure 3b) [Wang et al., 2015], which suggests that the active slip zones
are changing from one earthquake to the next.

5.3. Dynamic Weakening of the Yingxiu-Beichuan Fault
Recently, an extremely low dynamic friction coefficient (�0.02) of the PSZ for the Wenchuan earthquake
was reported by Li et al. [2015], determined from the temperature-logging data of WFSD-1. This value is
much lower than the dynamic friction (�0.11) obtained in experimental studies that investigated high-
velocity frictional behavior of fault gouges collected from the exposures along the YX-BC fault [Yao et al.,
2013a; Hou et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013b]. Several mechanisms could be responsible for the low friction
(0.02) of this fault at the study area. First, the low friction may (partially) result from the high clay content of
the PSZ gouge (Table 2). Recent high-velocity friction experiments on the gouge materials retrieved from
active fault zones showed low peak and steady state shear strength with small stress drops, and indicate
that such weakening effects can be strongly facilitated by the enrichment of weak clay minerals [e.g., Ujiie
et al., 2013]. Second, our study shows that the PSZ gouge contains abundant partially graphitized amor-
phous carbon (or low-crystalline graphite, 12 wt %) and small amounts of crystallized graphite [Togo et al.,
2011]. TOC analyses of fault gouges collected from other exposures further reveal the widespread presence
of carbon along the YX-BC fault, such as Shenxigou [28.3%, Wang et al., 2014], Longci (3.2%), Jinhe (3.1%,
Duan et al. [2016]), Beichuan (0.9%), Pingxi (2.4%). Previous studies suggest the presence of graphite carbon
can dramatically weaken the fault [Kuo et al., 2011; Oohashi et al., 2013]. Frictional properties of amorphous
carbon or low-crystalline graphite at low to high slip rates have not been confirmed yet [e.g. Matlak and
Komvopoulos, 2015] and need to be studied in the future, in order to evaluate its role in the dynamic weak-
ening process of the YX-BC fault.
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Another mechanism responsible for dynamic slip weakening is thermal pressurization [Wibberley and Shima-
moto, 2003, 2005; Mizoguchi et al., 2008; Tanikawa et al., 2013]. Recall that frictional heating can also induce
chemical reactions. Regarding the rupture propagation associated with the Wenchuan earthquake, chemical
reactions like dehydration of smectite [Tanikawa et al., 2009] and decarbonation of dolomite [Brantut et al.,
2010] can help generate excess pore fluid, hence reducing the shearing resistance of the fault. Other than
friction coefficient(s) at wet (fluid-saturated) condition that needs to be explored under realistic conditions
(note that the aforementioned dynamic friction coefficient of 0.11 was derived from dry experiments), one
of the key factors that control pore fluid pressurization is the hydraulic properties of the PSZ [Rice, 2006].
Previous modeling work [Mizoguchi and Shimamoto, 2008] has demonstrated that TP is an important slip-
weakening mechanism when the permeability of fault gouge is lower than 1 3 10218 m2. Statistical analysis
(23 in total) of the reported permeability of fault gouges from different active fault zones has revealed that
these fault gouges almost exclusively have permeabilities lower than 1 3 10218 m2 [Chen and Yang, 2012],
favoring the widespread occurrence of thermal pressurization (TP was also argued to be important in indi-
vidual papers on basis of different evidence). These statistics need to include the recent results on the plate
boundary fault in the Japan Trench [Tanikawa et al., 2013], the Alpine fault, New Zealand [Boulton et al.,
2012; Carpenter et al., 2014] and the north segment of the YX-BC fault [Chen et al., 2013b]. In this study, the
PSZ gouge of the Bajiaomiao has permeability lower than the above mentioned threshold level for TP (1 3

10218 m2) even at relatively low effective pressures.

Our numerical modeling, which incorporates the measured hydraulic properties of the fault rocks, provides
a realistic model of the faulting process associated with the Wenchuan earthquake. The results indicate that
fluid pressurization should have occurred extensively at depth and that the dynamic shear resistance was
strongly reduced by a pore pressure increase due to frictional heating and dehydration of the gypsum and
smectite contained in the gouge (Figure 10). Our results also show that thermochemical pressurization
(TCP) is more effective at greater depths (Figure 10g) and when slip gets localized (Figure 10h). At greater
depth (>3 km,) or with localized slip band (<30 mm), a very low apparent friction coefficient of 0.05 can be
achieved. An increasing friction coefficient promotes a larger stress drop, and vice versa (Figure 10i). Howev-
er, even with a low (input) friction of 0.1, the TCP effect is still significant. We note that the numerical model-
ing involved in this paper is only based on one site, future work on 12 locations along the YX-BC fault will
be reported in a follow-up paper, seeking correlations between the thermochemical effects and the earth-
quake rupture parameters (e.g., slip weakening distance) obtained from seismological and other geophysi-
cal data for validation purposes.

Finally, we notice that injection gouge vein was developed close to the principal slip zone in the outcrop
(Figures 3e and 3f). By performing microstructural analyses, Lin [2011] also revealed the presence of local
ultracataclastic veins in the slip zone. Both suggest that the slip zone associated with the Wenchuan earth-
quake has been subjected to low effective normal stress and thus low shear resistance, favoring the opera-
tion of the TP/TCP process. If enough water is present, the gouge may even get fluidized such that it would
behave like a flowing material, which can easily spray into fractures forming these veins [Lin, 2011].

6. Conclusion

Hydraulic properties of fault zones are crucial parameters that affect earthquake generation, rupture propa-
gation, arrest, and recurrence. In this study, the hydraulic properties of samples retrieved from the first bore-
hole of the Wenchuan fault Scientific Drilling and from the surface rupture zone have been determined
under room temperature and an effective pressure cycle up to 155 MPa. Conclusions drawn are as follows:

The fault gouge samples have low permeability, decreasing from 2 3 10218 m2 at Pe of 10 MPa (correspond-
ing to in situ depth of �600 m) to 9 3 10221 m2 at 155 MPa. The granitic cataclasites, which are thought to
be equivalent to the rocks at depth in which the 2008 earthquake nucleated, have relatively low permeabili-
ty and are the most sensitive to the overburden pressure, indicating a high capacity to seal high pore pres-
sure at depth.

The intact and well-cemented samples are impermeable (<2 3 10220 at 10 MPa), while samples containing
fractures have variable permeabilities, ranging by first orders of magnitude at the pressure range investigat-
ed. The hydraulic conduction of these rocks is controlled by the fractures developed, and their variation
most likely reflects differences in the fracture density, aperture and/or connectivity. Microstructural and
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compositional analyses indicate that the fault heals through chemically mediated fracture closure related to
precipitation, pore cementation, perhaps assisted by pressure solution.

Finally, based on the lab measurement results, our numerical modeling suggests that thermal/thermochem-
ical pressurization, perhaps leading to gouge fluidization, can play an important role in the dynamic weak-
ening process, at least at the Hongkou area studied. The dramatic slip weakening predicted offers a
compelling explanation for the low dynamic friction coefficient obtained from the temperature measure-
ments of the WFSD-1.
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